BEES!
Or: how I made a geneva mechanism with a bee on it
and learned a lot about myself along the way.
Liam Fay
ME102

Why Bees?
Why not bees? Have you ever heard a bee ask, “why humans”? No. You haven’t.
Indeed, bees are in need of much attention at the moment. Bee populations are falling
globally - and we don’t want to lose some of our best pollinators. Part of the problem
that I’ve identified, though, is that people don’t like bees.
Crazy, right?
That’s why I set out to create a bee-themed toy for toddlers to play with - and learn to
love bees along the way.

Research Process
My research process started when I was born - I believe we are
lifelong learners. But my research process started in earnest when I
chose my mechanism: the geneva mechanism. They caught my eye
because of their gorgeous geometry and mathematical beauty. I’m
a sucker for anything that involves trigonometry, and the
construction of a geneva wheel involved lots of it.
My research showed me that geneva mechanisms are traditionally
found in two places: clocks and old film projectors. Both of these
were interesting to me, but not enough to make me want to
recreate them.

Look at all that math!
From http://emweb.unl.edu

Research Process
So instead, I turned to the design of the
geneva mechanism itself; I decided to
focus on the part of the geneva
mechanism that attracted me to it in the
first place: its beauty.

Spot the diﬀerence. Hint: two of these are watermarked
images of flowers. The other is an image I found while
researching geneva mechanisms that reminded me of flowers.
From 123RF.com and YouTube.com

The geneva wheel has an organic shape
and a symmetry that inspired me to
create something evocative of nature,
which is how I settled on the “bee” idea.
That, and raising awareness for the
bees, of course.

Sketches

Prototypes: Iteration 1
For my first prototype, I used a geneva drive generator from benbrandt22.github.io to
generate a six-sided mechanism. I took a screenshot and traced it in Adobe Illustrator,
which let me turn it into a laser-cuttable file. I then laser cut the pieces out of foam core
and assembled it. I made the peg out of a nail, which was dangerous but eﬀective.

Prototypes: Iteration 2
My first prototype worked some of the time, but the foam core often got caught on itself.
To fix this issue, I cut the same parts out of quarter-inch Duron, which fixed this issue. At
this point, my mechanism was working fairly consistently, so I felt ready to CAD it out
and create it in earnest.

Final Project: Iteration 3
For my final iteration, I computed the exact
proportions and dimensions needed in CAD.

Part: Geneva Wheel
Press-fit wooden dowels hold the part together.

Part: Geneva Drive
Like before, press-fit wooden dowels hold the part together.

SolidWorks Assembly
Behold my exploded view and
SolidWorks assembly.

Engineering Drawings

Geneva Wheel Base

Geneva Drive Top

GLAMOUR!

Reﬂection
As we reach the end of this bee-themed journey, it’s important to stop and reflect. It’s
also important to stop and reflect to receive full credit on this assignment. Either way,
it’s important to stop and reflect.
This project was the culmination of a variety of skills and techniques that I learned this
quarter. First and foremost, every single part except the press-fit dowels was laser-cut.
Quite simply, this isn’t something I knew how to do before the class, and now I feel like
an expert. I also designed the entire model on SolidWorks before assembling my final
iteration - a skillset that I honed through this class. Finally, and most importantly, I
utilized a rapid-yet-eﬀective prototyping process that I learned through this class and
ME101. This allowed me to be more confident going into my digitally fabricated parts.

Reﬂection
Like a bee looking for pollen, I met plenty of challenges along the way. For example - to
be quite frank, I found metal fasteners to be quite ugly, at least when combined with
the natural aesthetic I was trying to achieve. This presented a problem: how could I
construct my design without metal fasteners in such a way that it could still be
reassembled (read: no glue). I finally settled on using press-fit dowels to secure each
part of my mechanism. In the end, I was very satisfied with this approach: it was
aesthetically pleasing and robust. It’s also a technique I had never tried before!
Next time, I would add a finger-sized hole or a crank on the wheel part of the
mechanism for easier use.

